“You don’t put lipstick on a pig!” said Terry Garrett, Brownwood’s street superintendent.

When asked to compare full depth recycling or reclaimation (FDR) to the surface treatments he previously used on his streets, Garrett made the following analogy: “Surface treatments versus FDR is like putting lipstick on a pig. You can doll it up all you want, but you still have a pig!”

Like most cities and counties, the city of Brownwood lacked the equipment and resources necessary to completely re-engineer their streets; consequently, Garrett had to address his street problems by applying surface treatments. This meant applying underseal and sealcoat and then about a 2-inch layer of asphalt over the existing road surface.

Many of Garrett’s streets are 50 years old or more with crumbling asphalt over little or no base, so he knew his surface treatments would not last. Complete reconstruction—tearing up the asphalt, removing what base was there, and starting over by bringing in new base and asphalt—was out of the question. It was just too expensive.

Garrett attended a trade show two years ago and soon found the solution to his problems: a portable asphalt recycling machine that attached to the bucket of a loader. The manufacturer claimed this machine could do the same job as machines costing several hundred thousand dollars more. He was told it could recycle 48 inches wide and up to 12 inches deep in one pass, and it was affordable. Garrett decided to host a demonstration of this machine in Brownwood and discovered it was everything they claimed it was, and more. It wasn’t long before the Asphalt Zipper® AZ 480 HD was sitting in his equipment yard.

With the means now in his hands, Garrett began transforming Brownwood’s crumbling streets into smooth, modern avenues. This was accomplished by recycling the old asphalt, whatever base still existed, and a mixture of Portland cement and lime to create a new stabilized base material.

“To fix a street right, you have to start below and work your way to the top,” said Garrett. And by doing so for the last two years, he has saved the city literally tens of thousands of dollars and has reconstructed more than five miles of streets.

Garrett uses a product called Cem-Lime, a 40 percent lime and 60 percent Portland cement mixture. This mixture adds the additional strength and waterproofing needed to create a long-lasting road base and addresses the differing soil conditions that exist in Brownwood. Calculations demonstrated a need for a 3 percent to 4 percent per dry aggregate weight of the Cem-Lime to pulverize into 6 inches to 8 inches of the existing asphalt, base and native soil, and 27 pounds of Cem-Lime per square yard or about 3/4 inch spread evenly over the surface of the road.

The mixture was applied by the manufacturer of Cem-Lime using a bulk spreader tanker. The road was then pulverized to the depth of 6 inches to 8 inches with the Asphalt Zipper® portable recycling machine. Terry said this process on a typical 600 foot by 30 foot city street only takes about 2.5 to 3 hours.

Water was applied next with a water truck, and a grader mixed it all together. The street was brought up to grade and compacted. Pulverizing, mixing, grading, and compacting were usually completed in one day, allowing the residents full use of the streets each evening.

The street was then left to cure for a couple of days. A sealcoat was then applied as the wearing surface. With only an occasional sealcoat treatment, the street should be solid and smooth for 10 or more years.

The best part of the new system is the cost. Garrett calculated that with the FDR process, Cem-Lime, and the sealcoat, he can stabilize and reconstruct his streets for only $2.68 per square yard. Garrett determined that using today’s asphalt prices, his old surface treatments would have cost $5.18 per square yard, and in the end he would still “have the pig.”
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The applied mixture adds the strength and waterproofing needed to create a long-lasting road base.

The Asphalt Zipper® portable recycling machine pulverizes asphalt into one-inch minus reusable material.

Terry Garrett, Brownwood’s street superintendent, is transforming the city’s streets using the process of full depth recycling, known as FDR.